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### University Research Institutes and Centers: Reporting Structure

#### Reporting Jian Cao
- CAPST: Center for Applied Physics & Superconducting Technologies; Jens Koch
- CIERA: Center for Interdisciplinary Exploration & Research in Astrophysics; Vicky Kalogera
- MRC: Materials Research Center; Mark Hersam
- MRSEC: Materials Research Science and Engineering Center; Mark Hersam
- NU-ACCESS: Northwestern University/Art Institute of Chicago Center for Scientific Studies in the Arts; Francesca Casadio and Mark Walton & Erik Luijten
- NITMB: National Institute for Theory and Mathematics in Biology; Richard Carthew
- NUANCE: Northwestern University Atomic & Nanoscale Characterization Experimental Center; Vinayak Dravid
- SHyNe: Soft and Hybrid Nanotechnology Experimental Resource; Vinayak Dravid
- SIS: Science in Society; Michael Kennedy

#### Reporting to Rex Chisholm
- CBES: Center for Bio-Inspired Energy Science; Samuel Stupp and Monica Olivera de la Cruz
- CLP: Chemistry of Life Processes Institute; Neil Kelleher
- DevSci: Institute for Innovations in Developmental Sciences; Laurie Wakschlag
- I nstitute for the Study of Islamic Thought in Africa; Zekeria Ould Ahmed Salem
- ISGMH: Institute for Sexual and Gender Minority Health and Wellbeing; Brian Mustanski
- ISITA: Institute for the Study of Islamic Thought in Africa; Zekeria Ould Ahmed Salem
- PCE: Proteomics Center of Excellence; Neil Kelleher
- QSI: Querrey Simpson Institute for Bio-Electronics; John Rogers
- SCB: Center for Synthetic Biology; Julius Lucks and Danielle Tullman-Ercek
- SQI: Simpson Querrey Institute; Samuel Stupp
- CRN: Center for Regenerative Nanomedicine; Samuel Stupp

#### Reporting to Rich D'Aquila
- CSB: Center for Synthetic Biology; Julius Lucks and Danielle Tullman-Ercek
- CSCB: Center for Sleep and Circadian Biology; Fred Turek

#### Reporting to VPR
- IIN: International Institute for Nanotechnology; Chad Mirkin
- CSM: Convergence Science and Medicine Institute; Chad Mirkin
- WCNO: Ronald and JoAnne Willens Center for Nano Oncology; Chad Mirkin
- NAISE: Northwestern /Argonne Institute of Science and Engineering; Pete Beckman and Peter Voorhees
- CHiMaD: Center for Hierarchical Materials Design; Co-Directors: Peter Voorhees and Gregory Olson
- NCWR: Northwestern Center for Water Research; Aaron Packman
- NUCATS: Northwestern University Clinical and Translational Sciences; Richard D'Aquila
- TRIENENS INSTITUTE: Paula M. Trienens Institute for Sustainability and Energy; Demetria Giannisis
- CCSS: Center for Catalysis and Surface Science; Justin Notestein
- CMQT: Center for Molecular Quantum Transduction; Michael Wasielewski

#### Reporting TBD
- ISITA: Institute for the Study of Islamic Thought in Africa; Zekeria Ould Ahmed Salem
- IPR: Institute for Policy Research; Dir. Andrew Papachristos
- PAS: Program of African Studies; Chris Abani
- SIIC: Spatial Intelligence and Learning Center; Dedre Gentner and David Uttal
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